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(:40). Marcos teaching again. 3 different Gans in reactor, start with slow speeds until the 

free plasma formed, then go to higher speeds. Star Formation then creates another free 

plasma in center of star formation. Some months ago they got 129 Tesla from the free 

plasma (FP). What to do with the free plasma? You can interact with another plasma, 

release energy. Outer part of FP you have field strength of H, more inside you have 

Plutonium. (:50).  Arman teaching. Can rotate low with caustic 2 or 3 hours even Nano 

coat plastic. Rick made clear reactor and turned it sideways. Filled with CuO, CO2. Cu 

wire in vinegar turn blue and dissolved wire, then add caustic and turned black, Nano 

Gans. Has also a microscopic camera to observe bubble (free plasma??). These bubbles 

bump up against each other they don't go back together. (1:14). The Hockspeed device 

rotating glass sphere in 1608 with partial vacuum with gases. The lady put her hand 

behind and it would glow. They were making plasma but didn't have a way to store, no 

batteries.  (1:19). Eliya presentation. Nano coated Cu Acupuncture needle in solution, left 

for one month. Fields flowing photographed, one like human heart and circulatory 

system. Vacuum condition in organs. Heart beat starts from nowhere. (1:48).  Eliya is 

using nano coated handle needles in acupuncture. Keshe comes in and explains why not 

to use Nano coated needles even if the Nano coat doesn't touch skin, because the two 

materials together open a channel for possible other diseases to enter body. The body of 

man is a vacuum, and when you use acupuncture you change conditions of plasma in 

body. This is matter interfering with Plasma in the body. Another way is to fill small balls 

with Gans and put on top of skin, the MG fields will gives 100 times better than using 

needles. You don't have Cu, Fe, in space but you have Gans which you can transfer 

fields. The option is not needles anymore, because you can transfer the energy of the 

Cancer to the ball. This is the breakthrough. Create a line of action by putting Gans balls 

on both sides of body.   (1:58).  This new method doesn't interfere in body, don't cut flesh 

and vacuum seal, no side-effects. You have to Nano coated inside and outside the balls, 

and fill with Gans. If you don't see results the fields isn't strong enough and the emotion 

not accepting. Have to adjust the CO2 Gans,  and the CH3 effects the emotions. Have to 

add Amino Acid which links with body. Putting a Gans bubble on top of the needle is not 

the solution. With the cups one is for the physicality and one for the emotion. (Dr. Eliya 

avoiding Keshe is these meetings? And Marco came in to correct deviation.)  Water 

tasted like lemon, through the Amino Acids.  (2:13). Alex was threatened so he withdrew 

presentation. Tell him not to back down, these are German 4th Reich's, they have no 

teeth. They even said Dr. Eliya chickened out. Now She is defending herself, but Keshe 

is putting her on the spot, that she is representing Foundation, and people get the wrong 

idea. Then finally she gave in. She treated her mother with Nano coated needles, "did you 

risk enough". Use dry Amino Acid Gans for bone diseases and cartilages. You can't use 

Dry Gans or Nano Gans in your reactors unless you want to produce bone, like when 

Keshe broke 10 bones. (2:35). Eliya done. Questions. Nano coated chamber creates a 

vacuum and magnetic pressure. (3:02). keshe answers about auras of body. Question of 

color of body tissues and match a Gans. Keshe says Auras will be studied further.   

(3:06). The cancer research related to these colors. What is the center of cancer, like liver 

storing calcium or iron. Liver is full so where in body to store excess heavy metals, which 

is decided by the emotions, these storage sites can lead to cancer. Cancer cells have to 

create heavier MG fields for the cancer to hold on to. These should be able to detect by 



color. For example, say there's excess Fe and it get stored in stomach, then it has to be 

looked after. And this is a plasma, which is heavier and starts pulling materials to it. Why 

has the thymus told liver to store excess metals? The emotion decides what is surplus, it 

informs the glands where to store excess Fe, i.e. in the stomach. The emotion in stomach 

is not correct and needs this support, goes to cancer. So when Fe in Stomach we can 

detect the color of it, then we know the source of the cancer, and we can create the MG 

field of Fe in the balls and place them at center of cancer and take the fields out and 

cancer will collapse. No difference with Cancer and Plasma, have black hole. Emotional 

link with cancer related to Zn or Potassium, with this whole body is programmed to shut 

down, and spreads all over the place.  Alex was afraid but we hope Eliya will have the 

outrage to stick it out. Keshe talk very openly and threatened the attackers, will release 

their communications. (3:14).  This is what happened in Belgium so they could not show 

car flying. We will release every energy system available. Star Formation sets will be for 

sale, so now we will release these Power Supply. Marcos teaches in a different way.  

(3:30) .   Is the Plasma safe? There are different Plasmas of different strengths and what 

the conditions are. He can take life from the attackers in Germany if needs.  Each Plasma 

has a specific characteristic to specific purpose.         

 


